A BUSINESS CASE FOR INVESTMENT
For each $100 that road trauma costs the community about $1
is invested to prevent crashes. Bridging this gap is critically
important to secure the win-win outcomes of road safety
investment. iRAP is also leading work on innovative financing
instruments such as Social Impact Bonds and Shared Value
initiatives that will seek to unlock the potential of safer roads
that raise the star rating performance for all road users.

By extrapolating iRAP assessment results we have created a global
business case for safer roads. The results of our simple analysis
helps to illustrate the benefits that could be achieved over 20
years by improving the highest risk 10% of each country’s roads.
The analysis shows that affordable road improvements, such as
footpaths, safety barriers, bicycle lanes and paved shoulders,
applied at large-scale, will prevent tens of millions of deaths and
serious injuries.

Benefits that could be achieved over 20 years by improving just ten percent of each country’s roads, by income group
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MAXIMISING TRAVEL ON ROADS RATED
THREE STARS OR BETTER FOR ALL ROAD USERS

SOFTWARE TO SAVE LIVES
ViDA (http://vida.irap.org) is iRAP’s online global software
platform that helps ensure that everyone, from a transport
minister, to engineers, through to road safety advocates, who
has the potential to improve road engineering safety and save
lives, is able to access the results they need.

A WORLD FREE OF HIGH RISK ROADS
Each day, around 3,500 people are killed in road crashes
and thousands more suffer life-changing injuries.

At the same time, project and programme managers have
the ability to control the level of access that people have to
project data. When using ViDA, managers can choose options
ranging from completely secure, private access for sensitive
data, to completely open, publicly-available access to results
that complement a written report. Thanks to the support of our
donors, access to ViDA and the star-rating protocols are free. For
programme, project or donor partnerships please contact the iRAP
Programme donors
team.

Road transport can and should be safe, not just for those in
vehicles, but for everyone at every stage of life. Providing a
safe, low risk transport system is a crucial step toward achieving
social and economic health and prosperity. Both the need for
action, and the opportunity for large-scale change, have never
been greater. The United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals set the challenge of halving the number of global
deaths and injuries from road traffic crashes by 2020. To do
this, a significant scaling-up of road safety awareness, action,
expertise and knowledge sharing is needed. The Global Plan for
the Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020, established by
the WHO and the UN Road Safety Collaboration, is designed to
achieve this.
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Programme donors

iRAP is an international, award-winning charity dedicated
to creating a world free of high-risk roads. We work on a
global scale and are moving urgently to save lives. We act
on sound research and compelling evidence.
Road Assessment Programmes (RAPs) are a catalyst for
change, providing political leaders, policy makers and road
builders with the social, economic and engineering evidence
and tools needed to transform entire road networks. Partners
in more than 70 countries have used crash rate Risk Map and
Star Rating protocols to assess almost 900,000 kilometres of
roads, and the results help to explain the scale and cause of the
global road safety crisis. The use of minimum Star Ratings for
new road designs is also helping ensure that safety is built-in to
the designs prior to construction. At the same time, thousands
of local engineers have taken part in training on the use of iRAP
tools and road infrastructure safety. Importantly, investments
to improve many of the roads that have been assessed have
already been locked in. In addition to multi-billion investments
in high-income countries, iRAP assessments are being used
in multilateral development bank-financed projects worth more
than $8 billion.

SNAPSHOT OF THE WORLD’S ROADS
iRAP inspections create a rich source of data that provides
an insight into why road trauma remains one of the world’s
leading public health challenges. The results are based on a
sample of almost 250,000 kilometres of roads in 60 countries,
including roads in rural and urban areas in low-, middle- and
high-income countries.

These risk factors play a significant role in the Star Rating results
and provide a basis for planning life-saving treatments.

Roadside safety barriers
Median safety barriers

89% of roads where bicyclists are present
and traffic flows at 40km/h or more have
no bicycle facilities

61% of roads where traffic flows at 80km/h
or more are undivided single carriageways

95% of roads with high motorcycle flows
(>=20% of total) and where traffic flows
at 60km/h or more have no motorcycle
facilities

47% of curves where traffic flows
at 80km/h or more have hazardous
roadsides
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The focus of Star Ratings is on attributes that influence the most
common and severe types of crashes for vehicle occupants,

motorcyclists, pedestrians and bicyclists. The Star Ratings shown
in these charts, based on a sample of almost 250,000 kilometres
of roads in 60 countries, show that: 56% of roads are one or two
star for vehicle occupants; 71% of roads are one or two star for
motorcyclists; 74% of roads are one or two star for pedestrians; and
76% of roads are one or two star for bicyclists.
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Star Ratings are an objective measure of the likelihood of a crash
occurring and its severity. They draw on road safety inspection data
and the extensive real-world relationships between road attributes
and crash rates. Research shows that a person’s risk of death or
serious injury is highest on a one star road and lowest on a five
star road. Consistent with the ‘safe system’ approach, countries
leading in road safety are increasingly using Star Rating targets
as a mechanism for managing safety on major roads and guiding
investment.
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Motorcyclists: 

Raised pedestrian crossing

By setting ambitious policy targets, such as ensuring that a
large percentage of travel occurs on roads rated at least three
stars, countries are creating a legacy of safe roads for future
generations.
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MAXIMISING TRAVEL ON ROADS RATED THREE STARS OR MORE

By measuring the risk associated with road attributes, Star
Ratings can provide a better indicator of the influence of road
attributes on risk than crash numbers alone. Five star roads
are the safest and one star roads are the least safe.
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57% of intersections where traffic flows
at 60km/h or more have no roundabout,
protected turn lane or interchange

HOW ROADS RATE

Bicyclists / e-bicyclists: 
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83% of roads where pedestrians are
present and traffic flows at 40km/h or
more have no formal footpaths
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Highways England has a goal that 90% of travel on its network will
be at three star or above by 2020.
The Netherlands is now within 25 kilometres of achieving its three
star target for national roads.
Sweden’s administration aims for better than three stars on 75% of
roads by 2020 and near 100% by 2025.
Queensland has a target of achieving 85% of travel on three star or
better national roads by 2020.
New Zealand Roads of National Significance (RoNS) will achieve at
least four star standard.
Numerous projects in developing countries have successfully made
use of star rating targets.
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Fatal and serious injury crash costs per vehicle kilometre travelled by
Star Rating on the Bruce Highway, Australia

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) suggests:
• All new or rehabilitation road designs should always have a higher
safety rating than the existing road and have at least a three star
rating standard for all road users.
• Roads with more than 50,000 vehicles per day should have a
minimum of four stars for all users.
• Roads or sections of roads passing through linear settlements should
have a minimum four star standard for pedestrians and cyclists.
The Africa Transport Policy Program, hosted by the World Bank, has
explored the potential benefits of setting a target of at least three stars
for all road users in developing countries.

